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Presentation structure
1. Background, HIA and impact assessments
2. Governance-supporting health assessments
3. Commonalities / shared features
4. Beyond commonalities
5. Discussion incl. research topics
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1. Background
In all societal sectors, decision-makers often give
too little consideration to health issues
Quality-assured knowledge (“evidence”) on health
tends to be underutilized for decision-making
-> The intersection of science and governance
needs improved approaches
Existing concepts include: “Transdisciplinarity”,
“Public Policy Making”, “Transformative research”, “Consequentialist epidemiology”, etc.
Consensus: there is still a long way to go [19_10] HIA in context
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Health Impact Assessment (HIA)
One organized approach to better integrate health
into societal decision-making is HIA
The basic idea is widely applauded
The practical implementation tends to be tenacious
For efforts to institutionalize HIA, the success
varies (among regions, and over time).
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Impact assessments
From the beginning of work for HIA in Germany
(early 1990s):
• a double pathway was pursued, with both options: “health in Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)” and “stand-alone” HIA; and
• a focus was on comparative analyses – which
were seen as useful for supplementing own
experiences, incl. avoidance of pitfalls, and for
improvement of efficiency.
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Health Impact Assessment (HIA)
Part I Basics, Concepts
• Methods, Procedures
• Role of quantitative risk assessment
• Valuation criteria
• Strategies to resolve conflicts
• Urban planning
• International comparison

1997

8 selected approaches: WHOEurope, CPHA, EPA, ATSDR,
CAPCOA, AUS, NZ, NL

Part II Practice
• Waste disposal (dump site expansion)
• Transport (new road)
• Local practice
• Administrative networking
• Cost and benefit
Part III
• Perspectives
• Ministerial resolution 1992

[19_06] “Family of health assessments”
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(Health-related) Impact assessments

2011
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Fehr R, Viliani F, Nowacki J,
Martuzzi M (eds.) (2014) by
WHO-Europe, EUPHA, IAIA:
Health in Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) in
Estonia, Norway, Sweden
Health in Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)
Sustainability assessment &
Health
Health in Social Impact Assessment (SIA)
Health Impact Assessment
(HIA)
Enhancing health in Impact
Assessments
Annex: Chronology 20092014
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2. Governance-supporting health
assessments

HIA can be seen as a member of:
• of the group of “impact assessments”, and
• of the larger group of “health assessments”
(which support governance, decision-making)
The common goal of these two perspectives is to
explore how the respective expert groups can
benefit from an integrative view on the “tools”:
• by learning from each other
• by supporting each other.
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Health assessments
“Assessments”: organized procedures in support of
decision-making
Health-related assessments:
• Health Reporting (incl. Monitoring, Surveillance)
• Health Needs Assessment (HNA)
• Health Impact Assessment (HIA)
• Health Technology Assessment (HTA)
• Health Systems Performance Assessment (HSPA)
• Health-related evaluative activities.
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Health assessments
Europ. J Public Health 2017,
vol.27, no.4, 609-616

In: Verschuuren M, Oers H von,
(eds.) (2019): Population Health
Monitoring – Climbing the
Information Pyramid. Springer
Nature Switzerland, Cham (CH)

2017
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2019

Questions studied:
1) What do the various types of health assessment
have in common, and how do they differ?
2) Which assessment(s) to apply for which
purpose?
3) Which are the needs and options for future
(joint) development?
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Approach and methods used:
Human ecology perspective, combining multiple
facets into a (+/-) coherent picture
Multiple EUPHA sections involved (representing
multiple disciplines & workfields)
Synoptic tables based on systematic comparisons:
• Definition, history, typology, incl. goals, legal basis
• Projects & practice, incl. examples, recent projects
• Procedures, infrastructure; methods, tools, actors
• Issues of current debate; key references
[19_10] HIA in context
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3. Commonalities / Shared features
These health assessments …
… take place “in society” (not research environ-ments) – on legal
basis, or initiated by NGOs etc.
… are meant to inform policy-making and solve “real-world” problems, by organizing “evidence”
... are based on assumptions and involve uncertainty -> the assessors are endowed with high levels of responsibility.
For each type of assessment, there is a (dynamic) “culture” of traditions, terminology; resources, infrastructure; associations, conferences … for the group as a whole: rather little ex-change / interaction / cross-fertilization …
[19_10] HIA in context
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Commonalities (ctd.)
Typically, these health assessments are “institutionally embedded”, so the political system
(modes of governance) and stakeholders with
open or vested interests may exert influence
Challenges include:
• Justifying the assumptions and decisions made
• Handling of (strongly) opposing views.
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Communality: Limited output visibility
The assessment output typically materializes in an
“report” document, meant to support the decision-making process
Authors often abstain from publishing in the first
place, or submissions are not accepted
-> health assessments tend to be (unpublished)
“grey” literature, incl. website materials - not included in standard scientific databases. This results in highly limited visibility.
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4. Beyond commonalities
Also numerous differences among health assessments:
partly related to the character of each assessment
type; but other differences may point to useful
features which could be transferred, e.g. methods, resources (cf. Ws 7.L “Health in EIA”)
Further benefits of looking beyond commonalities:
• existing local health reports provide baseline
information, as required in impact assessments
• existing ex-post evaluations of similar projects
[19_10] HIA in context
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can inform
prospective IA.

5. Discussion: Research topics
Topics of interest for each assessment type:
• Ethical issues (“assessment responsibility”) concerning ethical dilemmas, undue influence, fraud
• Quality assessment and quality assurance
• Modes of weighing (& synthesizing) evidence
• Fuller understanding of assessment “cultures”.
(And there are, of course, cross-cutting research
topics of interest, too.)
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Summary
Health assessments are routinely applied in many
countries, but rarely studied together
They enshrine a wealth of concepts and experiences for evidence-based policy-making both
within and beyond the health sector
The family perspective of health assessments can
help to derive impulses for learning, and to support each other. It helps to make best use of
existing knowledge and capacities.
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